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This tradition-rich hotel has been gracing the city landscape with its 

characteristic charm since 1813 and is one of the true grand hotels of 

our time. Aside from being an ‘urban retreat’ for international guests, it 

also houses the state capitol. Our staff are the heart and soul of the hotel 

and do everything they can to ensure an unforgettable stay. Whether it is 

for business or pleasure, we offer our guests a wide array of exceptional 

rooms and services that make every visit something to be treasured.

OUR 
EXPERIENCE 

FOR YOUR 
EVENT



Whether the junior, executive, royal or the glamorous 
presidential suite, our elegant rooms offer something 
for everyone. Their classic, timeless decor and warm 
colours welcome you on any occasion.

 ★ 47 single rooms
 ★ 112 double rooms
 ★ 24 suites

ROOMS & SUITES

Situated in the heart of Wiesbaden, the Hotel Nassauer Hof provides its guests with a comfortable 
retreat in the middle of the bustling city. Two of the city’s landmark attractions, the Casino Wiesbaden 
and the Kurhaus, are easily reached by foot.

 ★ RheinMain CongressCenter: 1 km
 ★ Wiesbaden city centre: 0.5 km 
 ★ Frankfurt exhibition centre: 35 km
 ★ Frankfurt airport: 26 km 
 ★ Wiesbaden station: 2 km
 ★ Highway access: 10 km

LOCATION

RESTAURANTS

Discover our oasis of well-being. Unique to this hotel, and to the country, is the thermal bath located 
above the city skyline, where guests can enter a new world of relaxation. The ARTEMIS Beauty Spa 
offers a wide range of treatments made to ensure your mental and physical well-being.

SPA & FITNESS

 ★ 1,500 m² wellness area
 ★ Rooftop pool with its own thermal spring water
 ★ Sauna area
 ★ Fitness room, personal trainer
 ★ Personal yoga trainers
 ★ Massages and therapeutic treatments
 ★ ARTEMIS Beauty Spa

The cuisine at the Hotel Nassauer Hof has been shaped by its passion for excellence and history. In  
our gourmet restaurant you can look forward to the award-winning creations of chef de cuisine Michael 
Kammermeier and his dedicated team.

 ★ Gourmet restaurant ENTE, max. 90 seats
 ★ ENTE Bistro, max. 30 seats
 ★ Restaurant Orangerie, max. 120 seats
 ★ Orangerie Salon, max. 60 seats
 ★ Orangerie Rondell, max. 60 seats



At the Hommage Luxury Hotel Collection, we have made it our mission to create unforgettable 
moments for your guests, both inside and outside the hotel. Escape the everyday and encounter 
something truly unique. Experience one of our Homage Moments in a private or business setting.  
All our offers are seasonal, take place in small groups and can be exclusively booked with us.

EVENT PROGRAMMES

Our befriended wineries in the Rheingau region are renowned for their fine 
wines such as Schloss Vollrads, Kloster Eberbach, Allendorf and more. We offer 
wine tastings as well as the possibility to combine it with fine dining.

WINERY TOUR

Our team combines classical and traditional culinary craftsmanship to offer guests 
exceptional and harmonic creations. The restaurant has been a culinary institution 
in Wiesbaden for almost four decades and has been awarded 1 Michelin star and 16 
points by Gault&Millau. Head chef Michael Kammermeier leads the traditional kitchen 
with a fresh, innovative spirit. 

GOURMET RESTAURANT ENTE  max. 90 pers.

Look forward to modern interpretations of classic creations that have been lightly 
infused with seasonal products. Head chef Markus Weiland and restaurant manager 
Insa Breit call their cuisine ‘a modern twist on classics’. An especially popular spot 
on sunny days is the restaurant’s sun terrace, which offers a business lunch and a 
spectacular view of the Kurhaus. You can also choose between the roundel with its 
floor-to-ceiling windows or the bright and conservatory atmosphere of the Orangerie.

RESTAURANT ORANGERIE   max. 110 pers.

ORANGERIE SALON max. 70 pers.

ORANGERIE RONDELL   max. 40 pers.

This smaller offshoot of the ENTE restaurant offers fine French-Italian cuisine with 
seasonal influences, all set in a relaxed bistro atmosphere. Here as well, Chef Michael 
Kammermeier and his team provide dining enjoyment that he calls ‘ fine dining – 
simply casual’.

ENTE BISTRO  max. 30 pers.

Our restaurants can be reserved for an exclusive evening of private dining for you and your guests. The 
hotel’s professional team is always there to assist you in your planning to create your own individual offer.

PRIVATE DINING



Additional equipment is available on request and subject to availability.

In order to make your planning as easy and convenient as possible, we have various package offers to 
choose from. Our conference offer can be booked for all rooms, starting at ten participants. We look 
forward to providing you with an individual offer.

CONFERENCE OFFER

 ★ Free use of the Internet in the conference areas
 ★ Room rental of the main meeting room
 ★  Basic equipment (projector, screen, flipchart, moderator case),  

Writing pads with pens
 ★ Soft drinks & water during the conference and lunch
 ★ A coffee break with coffee, tea and pastries
 ★  Lunch: 2-course lunch menu prepared by our chef, based on seasonal market 

offerings Espresso after the lunch.

BUSINESS HALF DAY  €94.00 per person

 ★ Free use of the Internet in the conference areas
 ★ Room rental of the main meeting room
 ★  Technical equipment(beamer, screen, pin board or flip chart),  

Writing pads with pens
 ★ Soft drinks & water during the conference and unlimited during lunch
 ★ 2 coffee breaks with coffee, tea and pastries
 ★  Lunch: 2-course lunch menu prepared by our chef, based on seasonal 

market offerings. Espresso after the lunch.

BUSINESS UNLIMITED  €105.00 per person

 ★ Free use of the internet in the conference areas
 ★ Writing pads with pens
 ★ Soft drinks & water during the conference
 ★ 1 coffee break with coffee, tea, pastries, fruit and sandwiches

BUSINESS SHORT €44.00 per person

Booking for up to 10 people. Room rental and equipment is additional.



ROOMS

1 Sugai 86 m2 10.8 m 8 m 3.5 m

2 Calder 167.1 m2 14.9 m 11.2 m 3.5 m

3 Picasso 109.6 m2 10.6 m 10.3 m 3.5 m

1–3 Meistersäle 362.7 m2 11 m/15 m 30.8 m 3.5 m

4 Jawlensky 190.7 m2 11.6 m 16.5 m 3.5 m

5 Chagall 93 m2 8.3 m 11.3 m 3.5 m

6 Fürst von Metternich Lounge 96.5 m2 6.2 m/6.6 m 15.5 m 3 m

7 Klee 43.2 m2 6.8 m 6 m/6.4 m 3 m

8 Nolde 26.9 m2 5.8 m 4.2–5.3 m 3 m

9 Mozart 53.4 m2 7.7 m 6.9 m 2.4 m/2.7 m

Area Width Length Height

50 24 - 23 50 24 70 -

120 60 55 36 110 32 120 -

60 30 25 24–28 60 16–20 70 -

250 140 - - 180–230 - 350 -

160 104 50 46 100 28–42 200 Yes

60 38 25 30 50 24–28 50 Yes

- - - - - 26 110 Yes

20 12 15 15 30 16–18 30 Yes

- - - - 12 8 - Yes

30 12 - 15 40 18 30 Yes

Classroom U-shapeTheatre Cabaret Banquet Bar tablesSquare Daylight

1 Sugai
Its festive size and intimate atmosphere make it the right choice 
for smaller events. The foyer Sugai is also ideal for private 
receptions.

3 Picasso
Its central location in the interior of 
our hotel has just the right size and 
festive ambiance to make any event 
something truly special.

2 Calder
This is the largest part of our three 
Meistersäle with opulent crystal 
chandeliers and an optional oak 
dance f loor. The interior offers ideal 
conditions for festive banquets.

4 Jawlensky
This is our classic meeting room for seminars 

and conferences. In case more space is needed, it 
can additionally be combined with the Klee and 

Nolde banquet rooms as well as with the Fürst of 
Metternich Lounge.

7 Klee
This elegant meeting room with a 
view of the outside landscape makes 
it perfect for smaller seminars and 
workshops, as well as private business 
lunches and board meetings. It is also 
be connected to the slightly smaller 
Nolde room by a large door.

8 Nolde
Small but superb, it can also be used in connection 
with the Klee conference room and is ideal as a 
meeting space or additional break room with a view 
of the grounds. It also serves as conference office.

9 Mozart
With its medium size and plenty of daylight, this elegant room 
offers a perfect setting, especially for smaller conferences and 

seminars.

5 Chagall
The slightly smaller room is perfect 
for seminars, workshops and meet ings 
in smaller groups. Abundant daylight 
guarantees an energetic atmosphere. 

6 Fürst von Metternich Lounge
With its business-lounge atmosphere, this room is well-suited 
for discreet discussions, press conferences and workshops. It 
also doubles as a room for coffee breaks in conjunction with 
other rooms being used for large-scale events. The unique view 
of the Kaiser-Friedrich-Platz and a generous room height give 
the Fürst of Metternich Lounge its special charm.1–3 Meistersäle (Sugai + Calder + Picasso)

This versatile ballroom for up to 350 people is perfect for 
all major events, banquets and exclusive dinners. The three 

segments of the room each have their own entrance and can be 
individually adapted to your event.
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Due to the current situation, we have implemented the Meet Safe by Hommage in the conference room areas of the 
Hotel Maison Messmer. Your safety is very important to us because the well-being of our guests is always the highest 
priority. This is why we can assure you that we comply with the strictest requirements set by the authorities at all 
times. This allows us to make your future meetings safe and enjoyable and to continue to offer you excellent service at 
all times.

 ★ Reduced number of conference guests per room
 ★ Technical equipment for hybrid meetings (personal/virtual)
 ★ Single tables with safety distances
 ★ Professional surface disinfection
 ★ Disinfection dispensers in all public areas
 ★ Sealing of the rooms, only to be opened by hosts
 ★ Clean catering: hygienically packaged snacks/food and drinks from single bottles
 ★ ‘Meet Safe director’ as a direct contact person
 ★ Contactless check-in/checkout
 ★ Internal and external certifications to the highest standard
 ★ Business area in a separate room with special hygiene protocol

We offer all guests the opportunity to privately rent one of our restaurants exclusively for themselves 
and their guests. Due to current regulatory requirements, only one of our restaurants can be rented 
at a time, and there is a limit on the number of people allowed inside. We are happy to assist you in 
planning your event and to create an individual offer that fits your needs.

Our team combines classical and traditional culinary craftsmanship to offer guests 
exceptional and harmonic creations. The restaurant has been a culinary institution 
in Wiesbaden for almost four decades and has been awarded 1 Michelin star and 16 
points by Gault&Millau. Head chef Michael Kammermeier leads the traditional kitchen 
with a fresh, innovative spirit. 

GOURMET RESTAURANT ENTE max. 24 pers

RESTAURANT ORANGERIE   max. 44 pers. 

ORANGERIE SALON max. 20 pers. 

ORANGERIE RONDELL   max. 24 pers.

This smaller offshoot of the ENTE restaurant offers fine French-Italian cuisine with 
seasonal influences, all set in a relaxed bistro atmosphere. Here as well, Chef Michael 
Kammermeier and his team provide dining enjoyment that he calls ‘ fine dining – 
simply casual’.

ENTE BISTRO  max. 8 pers.

PRIVATE DINING
1 Sugai

2 Calder

3 Picasso

1–3 Meistersäle

4 Jawlensky

5 Chagall

6 F. v. M. Lounge

7 Klee

8 Nolde

9 Mozart

17 15 12 8 16 10 -

33 28 21 10 32 12 20

15 12 12 8 20 10 10

65 56 30 - 60 - 60

35 30 24 18 32 20 -

15 15 12 8 16 10 -

- - - - - - 10

- - 3 3 6 6 -

- - - - 4 - -

- - - 5 - 5 -

Classroom U-shapeTheatre Cabaret Banquet Bar tablesSquare

MEET IN SAFETY

Look forward to modern interpretations of classic creations that have been lightly 
infused with seasonal products. Head chef Markus Weiland and restaurant manager 
Insa Breit call their cuisine ‘a modern twist on classics’. An especially popular spot 
on sunny days is the restaurant’s sun terrace, which offers a business lunch and a 
spectacular view of the Kurhaus. You can also choose between the roundel with its 
floor-to-ceiling windows or the bright and conservatory atmosphere of the Orangerie.
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